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Social Media



Social Media Basics Twitter is a WILD place now. It sucks. Be Careful! 

Double Check: 

● Spellings
● Follower counts
● Other, old posts
● Profile and header photos
● Sanity

Don’t get “Ballsacked”



“Ballsack Sports” and other parody accounts exist to trick everyone. Don’t get fooled.



Embed and include in everything



Include Social Media Posts in Everything

People want to see it, not read it. Show them! 

This is an easy way to elevate your content. 

ESPN rarely embeds social media posts into their 
articles. It drives me crazy. 

Basic Rules: 

If you talk about a social media post, include it.

If you can find video of what you’re talking about, 
include it.

Be Smart.

When Not To Include:

No Deaths (outside of tribute posts)

No Arrests

No Major Injuries

If there is no news value



No “Major Injuries”

What is a “major injury?” There are no set rules here.

OK Injuries:

● Zion Williamson’s hamstring injury
● Aaron Judge’s toe injury at Dodger Stadium fence

A “minor injury” that ESPN shows replay of is fine to 
use.

Remember, people want to see how athletes got hurt. 
Don’t just tell them. 

Bad Injuries:

● Paul George or Kevin Ware’s broken leg 
● Damar Hamlin’s dying hit

A “major injury” that ESPN does not show the replay of 
should not be used.

If you are grossed out, or your mom would be freaked 
out, don’t include. 

You can always link out to a gruesome post with a 
warning.



Zion Williamson’s 
hamstring injury

● A basic injury story in addition to 
a “traditional” game story

● Includes Twitter video of the 
injury and Zion’s reaction

● People want to see how he got 
hurt, not read about it

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/nba-play-in-zion-williamsons-40-point-night-halted-by-leg-injury-in-pelicans-loss-vs-lakers-022830286.html


Damar Hamlin’s 
cardiac arrest

● This is a “major injury” story

● Don’t include a replay of what 
happened

● Instead, look for other embed 
opportunities

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/bills-s-damar-hamlin-has-cardiac-arrest-on-field-nfl-suspends-game-vs-bengals-021642600.html


Finding and creating stories from 
social media posts



Finding and creating stories from social media

These can be: 

● Shorter, “main story” content
● Supplemental stories to go with more traditional coverage
● A window into a story you weren’t going to cover otherwise



Iowa cheerleader 
loses his pants 

mid-stunt

● A perfect example of a “stupid” 
moment that went viral on social 
media

● Pairs great with normal 
Iowa-WMU game coverage

Des Moines Register Article

https://www.hawkcentral.com/story/sports/college/iowa/football/2023/09/26/iowa-cheerleader-loses-pants-austin-beam-speaks-out-after-viral-video-kinnick-stadium-instagram/70963620007/


Iowa cheerleader 
loses his pants 

mid-stunt

● This came 10 days after it 
happened. That’s way too late.

● This didn’t include a social embed 
of the incident. 



Frank Kaminsky & 
Ashley Brewer’s 

wedding

● I hated writing this story, but it did 
so well. Weddings tend to do that.

● This post was very short and 
simple. It was focused around 
their Instagram posts of the 
wedding. That’s it.

● Find any loose connection and 
run with it.

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/former-badgers-star-frank-kaminsky-former-espn-anchor-ashley-brewer-get-married-in-mexico-025359494.html


Caitlin Clark’s 
Instagram Photo

This article was based off a Caitlin Clark post 
on Instagram where she was on a boat with her 
boyfriend.

There’s no news value here. 

Engagements & Weddings = Good

Relationships = Bad

Des Moines Register Article

https://www.hawkcentral.com/story/sports/college/iowa/basketball-women/2023/08/22/caitlin-clark-connor-mccaffery-instagram-photo/70653581007/


Josh Hart’s travel 
to 3-pointer over 

Jrue Holiday

● This was the perfect way into a 
game we wouldn’t normally cover

● Very short, based almost 
completely on a single play.

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/josh-hart-knicks-3-pointer-jrue-holiday-celtics-125508157.html


NFL 
Commissioner’s 

back injury
● I wrote this last night, such a 

simple addition to traditional NFL 
Draft coverage.

● Short and sweet, broken up every 
few paragraphs.

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/nfl-draft-commissioner-roger-goodell-recovering-from-back-surgery-draft-hugs-reportedly-in-question-202430848.html


If the athlete posts, run with it



C.J. McCollum’s 
lung injury

● This was a “traditional” and 
serious injury story.

● McCollum then made light of it, 
which was a perfect easy 
addition.

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/cj-mccollum-pelicans-guard-out-indefinitely-with-small-collapsed-lung-124841546.html


Dick Vitale’s 
cancer battle

● This was a “traditional” and serious 
story.

● Vitale provided updates himself, and 
people want to hear from the subject.

● Includes two main tweets, that’s it.

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/dick-vitale-announces-his-vocal-cord-cancer-is-gone-but-will-delay-his-return-to-espn-this-season-231447954.html


Headlines & SEO



Headlines & SEO This is so important with online-focused content.

Do not use “newspaper headlines.”

It is OK to go long with a headline. Our character 
suggestion is 110, but we go over all the time.

Use FULL NAMES early.

Refresh! Give your story a second life.



Jimbo Fisher 
fired at Texas 

A&M
This headline sucks. 

Was he fired? Did he leave? When? 

It’s hard to Google, and it’s very limited.

This would be perfect for a newspaper.

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/jimbo-fisher-out-at-texas-am-133841113.html


Jimbo Fisher 
fired at Texas 

A&M

Jimbo Fisher fired at Texas A&M after 6 
seasons, to get record buyout

That headline tells the whole story, gets 
more Googleable ammo in there, and is 

still under 110 characters.



WNBA Draft: 
Caitlin Clark 
selected No. 1

For big events, lead with the event name 
and a colon.

WNBA Draft: Iowa star Caitlin Clark 
selected No. 1 overall by Indiana Fever

This has both the event and the athlete 
in the first few words.

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/wnba-draft-iowa-star-caitlin-clark-selected-no-1-overall-by-indiana-fever-234025916.html


Sports Betting



Sports Betting 
Basics

Sports Betting is here to stay. It’s only going to get 
bigger.

It’s everywhere now. On ESPN, on game broadcasts, 
on every sports podcast you listen to. Everywhere. 

This is such an easy way to connect to mild or even 
non-sports fans. My mom is the perfect example. 

It’s legal here in New York. So embrace it!



Sports Betting 
Basics

It’s not complicated. You need just 3 things:

● The Spread
● The Over/Under
● Bad Beats

Pick one sportsbook and stick with it every time.

We use BetMGM through a partnership at Yahoo, but it 
truly doesn’t matter which book you use. Just be 
consistent.

https://sports.yahoo.com/wnba-draft-iowa-star-caitlin-clark-selected-no-1-overall-by-indiana-fever-234025916.html


Understanding Spreads

This is the front line of sports betting. It’s the first thing everybody looks at. 

For example: 

Los Angeles Clippers at Dallas Mavericks | Friday, April 26

Dallas is listed as a 4.5-point favorite, or -4.5. 

That means that BetMGM thinks the Mavericks should win by more than 4.5 points. 

If you take this bet and the Mavericks win by 5 or more points, you win. If they win by less than five points, or lose 
to the Clippers, you lose. 

If you take the Clippers at +4.5, that means the Clippers can lose the game by four points or less, and you still win 
the bet.



Understanding the Moneyline

The “Moneyline” is simple. You’re picking who is going to win the game straight up. 

For example: 

Los Angeles Clippers at Dallas Mavericks | Friday, April 26

Mavericks ML (-190), Clippers ML (+155)

If you take the Mavericks on the moneyline and they win the game, you win your bet. It’s that simple. 



Understanding the Over/Under

The Over/Under is the combined points scored in the game.

For example: 

Los Angeles Clippers at Dallas Mavericks | Friday, April 26

Over/Under set at 209.5 points

If you take the Over and the Mavericks and Clippers combine to score 210 points or more, you win the bet. 



Understanding the odds

The odds will change constantly, but it’s very simple to understand.

Always listed in parentheses behind the bet, this is how much you will win if the bet hits in relation to $100. 

For example:

Los Angeles Clippers at Dallas Mavericks | Friday, April 26

Mavericks ML (-190), Clippers ML (+155)

If you take the Mavericks moneyline and you win, you would need to wager $190 to profit $100. 

If you take the Clippers moneyline and you win, you would profit $155 if you wagered $100. 



What does this look like?

As of Wednesday afternoon. For updated lines, click here. 

https://sports.ny.betmgm.com/en/sports/events/los-angeles-clippers-at-dallas-mavericks-15683490?tab=score


How to integrate sports betting?



Integrating Sports Betting

First, start including odds into every post that you can. 

For example, on a Mavericks-Clippers story before Game 3:

The Mavericks opened as a 4.5-point favorite over the Clippers on BetMGM. 

Or

The Mavericks were listed as a 2.5-point favorite over the Clippers on BetMGM as of Friday morning.

Even if readers aren’t betting themselves, this is a very easy way to see who is favored to win the game. 



Extreme spreads 
or Over/Unders

This is an easy gambling story that can 
supplement traditional coverage.

Look at the headline.

This is short and sweet, and a very easy 
way to cover a sport from a betting 

angle.

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/college-football-betting-odds-the-iowa-vs-rutgers-overunder-should-set-a-record-200551171.html


Future odds

It’s never too early to look ahead.

This is a simple way for fans, whether 
they gamble or not, to understand who 

is favored to win.

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/masters-betting-scottie-scheffler-is-the-overwhelming-favorite-to-win-his-second-green-jacket-131631340.html


Future odds

It’s never too early to look ahead.

This is a simple way for fans, whether 
they gamble or not, to understand who 

is favored to win.



Injury changes

This is a very easy way to supplement 
injury or traditional stories.

When odds change drastically for any 
reason, run with it. 

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/nfl-betting-odds-jets-super-bowl-odds-skyrocket-after-confirmation-of-aaron-rodgers-achilles-injury-153601915.html


Bad Beats

“Bad Beats” make for great supplemental content. Think of Scott Van Pelt’s SportsCenter segment.

A “bad beat” is any late-game score, turnover, fumble or activity that drastically changes who wins the game from 
a betting perspective. 

This is not a last-second victory by a team, but instead a late field goal in a game that didn’t impact the win, but 
instead flipped who wins on the spread or the over/under.



Bad Beats

Gonzaga was up by 6 with 0.7 seconds 
left. The game was over.

TCU then hit a 3-pointer at the buzzer.

Gonzaga closed at -4.5.

The last shot suddenly allowed TCU 
+4.5 betters to win, but didn’t change 

the outcome of the game.

Yahoo Sports Article

https://sports.yahoo.com/march-madness-bracket-betting-winners-and-losers-oh-that-brutal-gonzaga-tcu-bad-beat-141702282.html


When to avoid betting content/integration 

Like with embedding social media posts, be smart.

Do not include:

● Deaths
● Arrests
● Minor or Major Injuries
● Sensitive Content


